A bespoke and in-depth stakeholder research and insights programme,
enabling deeper understanding of stakeholder support and reputation drivers;
embedding stakeholder engagement and reputation within organisations as an
ongoing strategic and commercial discipline.
SIFA Strategy specialises in the creation and management of reputation
programmes and stakeholder engagement, analysing and presenting
quantitative and qualitative results and recommendations, proposing KPIs,
providing ongoing measurement and advising on related strategic issues.
Benefits

A seven step programme

– Tailored, flexible and
internally-driven

Our system and approach are based on a proven model created and
delivered within a global FMCG business over four years, and adheres to
accredited research standards and principles. The full report and
Seven
step
programme
imagery
two-pager
analysis
can
be delivered
within 8-12
weeks offor
commencing
research.

– Creates uniform scores for
key reputation drivers across
multiple stakeholder groups
– Analyses important
non-tangible assets
including social, cultural and
behavioural drivers
– Integrated approach,
unifying all stakeholders
– Easily embedded into
business strategy and
planning
– Provides actionable insights
and recommendations
– Enables ongoing tracking
and analysis
– Supports generation of KPIs

Step 1
Review data sets,
understand
business strategy
and draft
reputation
framework

Step 2
Review
stakeholders,
prioritise and
allocate
weightings as
required

Step 3
Public data
analysis, identify
issues and input
into primary
research
preparation

Step 4
Conduct
quantitative
research.
Correlate and
analyse results

Step 5
Conduct
qualitative
research to test
themes, insights
and narrative

Step 6
Submit final
report and
recommendations
& propose KPIs

Step 7
On-going tracking,
analysis and
strategic advisory
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Reports & recommendations
The SIFA Reputation Report includes:
–D
 etailed breakdown of issues and themes impacting on reputation
–D
 etailed insight into views of different stakeholder groups
–A
 nalysis of business drivers
–R
 ecommendations to improve stakeholder engagement and support
–S
 ummary for Board action
– Metrics with which to propose KPIs
–A
 dvisory on structure and coordination of ongoing tracking
–R
 elevant peer benchmarking, as appropriate

1

Selected outcomes influenced by
Stakeholder Management & Measurement
–R
 estructured strategic model to incorporate new
stakeholder group

Reputation Report
2017

–A
 dvertising strategy reformatted
–R
 eview of 10-year corporate strategy
– Identification of operational and behavioural change
for commercial improvement
–R
 eview of internal communications and training
– Establishment of dedicated reputation unit within
the organisation
– Repositioning of corporate narrative and messaging
– Board and Executive remunerated on
reputational performance
– Revised approach to financial results reporting
– Identification of stakeholder support post acquisition
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Reputation Statements
The table below highlights the top ten highest-ranked reputation
statements, in terms of whether stakeholders agreed or disagreed
with the respective descriptions.
acts with openness and transparency

7.4

is an attractive / reputable employer

7.3

provides a good service to its customers

7.1

is easy to do business with

7.1

is forward thinking and innovative

6.9

is financially robust enough to meet future needs

6.9

is recognised for its market knowledge and expertise

6.8

has a compelling long term vision/ strategy

6.8

has a professional senior management team

6.7

is an ethical business

6.6

It is reassuring that the highest-ranked statement refers to it’s position as ‘acts with openness and
transparency’. Transparency is becoming an increasingly important theme when
considering an organisation’s reputation and an aggregate score of 7.4 out of 10
“Their approach is
across all stakeholders is positive. Importantly, this was the highest-performing
very customerattribute as scored by Customers, who scored it 6.3. Equally, Analysts and
oriented, and they
Investors, Employees and Suppliers also rated this as the highest-scoring
work hard to solve
statement.
customer problems.”
Customer

Another important feature is the statement relating to providing good customer
service, scoring 7.1 across stakeholders. It is widely recognised that customer
service is a key value-added and an important dynamic in influencing an
organisation’s brand and reputation. In research carried out by
SIFA Strategy in 2015 and 2017 across FTSE 350 companies,
customer service was consistently ranked as the number one
“They are doing a great job but they don’t
driver for an enhanced reputation.
appear to know how to manage the new
In summary, the business scored well on those statements which
referred to the status quo of the business – i.e. the organisation is
largely viewed positively for the products and services it currently
provides.
However, where the feedback was most negative (see table on
following page) related to the future and outlook for the business.
Stakeholders are not confident in the business’ ability to be
forward thinking and agile and provide the appropriate level of
investment in the development of new products and services.

landscape and the competition in products
and required change in quality and
commitment to sustainability. There is
some strategic thinking needed to define
their role and understanding of the
customer and their needs, and then,
depending on where they want to go, to
define resources for that.”
Investor

While the business continues to have a generally good reputation
in the market place, it is clear that such negative sentiment over
product delivery and ability to anticipate customer needs will continue to have an increasing impact and
influence on the organisation’s overall reputation (see Correlation Analysis in later section). Coupled with
this concern over the company’s ability to deliver in the future, the response regarding its compelling longterm vision and strategy (scored at 6.8) highlights a potential lack of understanding for how the business
intends drive change and tackle changing customer and market dynamics going forward.

– Post crisis reputation building

Other SIFA Research products
SIFA Stakeholder Scorecard & Scorecard Plus
The Stakeholder Scorecard is easy to implement and provides insight for multiple stakeholders across
pre-determined key drivers of support for a company, as well as favourability, momentum and peer comparison
scores. It can be regularly updated, can inform business decision-making and can be used for internal and
external reporting requirements.
The Stakeholder Scorecard Plus is a tailored scorecard which allows an organisation to either use the
pre-determined performance criteria of the Stakeholder Scorecard and add extra questions specific to the
business, or create a fully bespoke quantitative survey testing reputation, culture and behaviour across
stakeholders. The Scorecard Plus enables an added bespoke layer of analysis to the Scorecard, providing a
more in-depth measurement and understanding of stakeholder support for your organisation, with peer and
sector comparisons.

For further information
Please contact SIFA Strategy at
info@sifastrategy.com

www.sifastrategy.com

